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Europe 1984
Scottish Winter

Ken Crockett

Several significant ascents during the 83/84 season tended to confirm that the new
age in winter face climbing had finally arrived. A long-thought-of ascent was that
of Guerdon Grooves on the Slime Wall of Buachaille Etive Mor in Glencoe. This
route patently justifies its Grade VI rating, and was climbed by Dave Cuthbertson
and Arthur Paul on 28 January. The same pair had attempted the route the
previous weekend, failing near the top when they ran out of ice. This first ascent
almost ended in tragedy, when the leader fell high on the face: the belay was
ripped out but a nut runner held both climbers, who continued to complete the
route.

January in Glencoe also saw ascents of Raven's Edge (V) by B. Sprunt and R. J.
Alien, and Snowstormer (V) by Cuthbertson, Paul and C. McLean. By contrast
Ben Nevis was relatively quiet; a reflection perhaps on the series of gales which
lashed the mountains in January and February, blowing most of the snow off the
major faces and blocking access roads, with drifting over non-climbing parts of
the hills. It is easily overlooked by the infrequent visitor that climbing conditions
on many faces owe much to quirky circumstances of wind and weather - some
major cliffs being excellent in one season, and virtually useless in another.

The main discovery in the Southern Highlands was that of the cliffs of Meall
Buidhe, near Bridge of Orchy. Seven easy routes, of a maximum length of 170m
were soloed by Graham Little, who also climbed the sole winter route on Arran,
taking Gully Three by its true start to give a Grade Ill.

The Meall Buidhe routes - Psychic Gully, Second Sight, and so on, have
names inspired by an unusual occurrence which took place here in the 1930's. An
unfortunate climber had gone missing, and in a desperate attempt to throw light
on the disappearance a spiritual medium from Dundee was called in. This
medium described in great detail the exact location of the missing climber, down
to descriptions of personal items - and the body was found according to the
medium's description.

Moving further north again, Ladhar Bheinn provided two interesting Grade
Ill's, climbed by Alien, Williams and Jeffrey. Like Creag Meaghaidh, this fine
mountain is useless for summer climbing but provides superb winter climbing
when in condition. It also has some access problems requiring either a walk along
the loch shore, or a short boat trip across the loch.

As so often, the Cairngorms proved to be the most reliable climbing ground,
once the massive snowdrifts of January had abated a little. First ascents were
dominated by the familiar names of Dinwoodie, Nisbet and Strange, with
periodic appearances by Arthur Paul. Dissatisfied with a December ascent of
Sidewinder, a Grade III on No. 4 Buttress, Coire an Lochain, Andy Nisbet
returned the following weekend to climb it more directly at IV, in addition t;) the
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summer line of Grumbling Grooves at V. In the remote Garbh Choire of Beinn
a'Bhuird, Findlay and Strange found a II/III with Token Groove in January 1983,
while Nisbet and Ewen Clark climbed Tiara at Grade V, right of Vulcan, in
February '84. Two other routes here were The Grail (V), parallel to East Wall
Direct, and the harder route The Actress (V), which starts up Mitre Ridge Direct
and finishes up The Bishop. Both of these routes were climbed by Nisbet and
Adrian Clifford in mid-February 1984.

On dark Lochnagar, Paul, Dinwoodie and MacLean climbed the Central
(Direct) Finish to Douglas-Gibson Gully (V), on 3 March, 1984. Contrary to the
note in Mountain 97, there are four branches to this gully, the Far Left Fork not
being as obvious as the others. Other hard climbs on Lochnagar were: Nymph
(VI) by MacLean, Nisbet and Clifford, on 19 March 1984; Direct Start to Shadow
Buttress A (V) by MacLean and Nisbet, 21 March, 1984; Pantheist (VI) on the
Black Spout Pinnacle, Dinwoodie and Nisbet, 4 April, 1984. Chris Dale and
Ewen Todd followed The Link by the summer Direct Start and summer route to
Route 2 and graded it a VI, this on 17 March, 1984. In the new Cairngorms guide,
now in manuscript, Nisbet has graded it a VJVI, as for the original winter line
(Link Face), but current thinking indicates that it may well deserve the top grade
of VI.

The steep wall left of Direct Route on Sinister Buttress was climbed in
December 1982 by Murray Hamilton and Greg Strange. Due to blizzard
conditions Hamilton and Strange had thought they were climbing on the
Cathedral. A few weeks later Rob Archbold and Strange climbed the intended
groove line on the Cathedral to give Transept Groove (IV).

Yet another Scottish 'last great problem' was climbed in early January 1984,
when Paul and Dinwoodie succeeded in overcoming Psyche on Lochnagar. This
had not been the first attempt. The route will appear as V/VI. At Creag an Dubh
Loch, the third attempt on Black Mamba was successful for Allan and Nisbet
(V/VI) at the beginning of February, while finally in the Cairngorms, on Sputan
Dearg, Livingstone and Nisbet made a clean ascent of Lucifer Route (V) just
before New Year, while Allan and Nisbet managed Grey Slab (V), sustaining a fall
on the first pitch.

The new Cairngorm guide will include over 500 routes, and is comprehensive
in the sense that it will reference every route, while not giving full descriptions of
all. This should prove to be superior to the selective approach, which was always
an unhappy compromise.

In the Northern Highlands, perhaps the most significant ascents have been
those by Mick Fowler and partners; including Gully of The Gods (V) and Great
Overhanging Gully (V/VI) in Coire nan Fhamhair of Beinn Bhan. Both routes are
of high quality and extreme steepness. Apother Fowler find was Tholl Gate
(V/VI) on the SE cliff of Fuar Tholl. None of these routes has been recorded to
date. Several routes were put up in Beinn Bhan's fifth coire by associates of
Fowler- P. Thornhill and S. Fenwick, in 1984, but details are still awaited. The
Garbh Coire Mor Coileachan in the Fannichs is still the focus of local attention,
with several as yet unrecorded routes, while on the Loch a'Mhadaidh Buttress of
Carn na Criche, Dave Broadhead and Des Rubens climbed The Boundary
(IV/V), 60m, starting up a very steep, thin ice-fall.
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Numerous winter routes ofgood quality have been done elsewhere throughout
the Northern Highlands, and the above is a selection of some of the more
outstanding. Also worth mentioning in passing were ascents of low-level frozen
waterfalls, e.g. on Beinn a'Mhuinnidh, where The Waterfall (V) was climbed by
Nisbet and Thornhill at the end of January, and on Carn a'Bhorain where the
Fain Falls (IV) takes an impressive ice-fall in three pitches; first ascent by
B. Findlay, S. Kennedy, R. Ross and G. Strange, also in January 1984.

The presently confused situation regarding routes in the Northern Highlands
(no new phenomenon, and applying to locals and visitors with equal force) is due
to several factors; geography, poor descriptions, and attempts to rationalise the
pace and quality of exploration being some of them. A new guidebook is in
preparation which should eventually help rescue some worthwhile climbs from
obscurity.

Poland

Jerzy W. Gajewski

The year of 1984 was the 75th anniversary of the Polish mountain rescue service.
Mariusz Zaruski (1867 -1941) created the Tatra Mountains Volunteer Rescue
Service (TOPR). He was a many-sided man, alpinist and skier, a soldier and
organiser of Polish yachting in the inter-war period. Although the idea of the
mountain rescue service was raised earlier, the TOPR's statute was not accepted
and signed until 29 October 1909. The death in an avalanche in spring 1909 of
another alpinist, skier and composer, M. Karlowicz, probably had a decisive
influence on this event.

Up to 1939 the TOPR consisted of about 50 rescuers, highlanders mainly, but
they operated in the Tatra Mountains only. The organization, TOPR, was
associated with the Polish Tatra Association (PTT), as the Rescue Section of the
PTT, and after the Second World War, up to 1978, also with the Polish Tourist
Association (PTTK). In the 1939-45 war, the Germans ordered the members of
the TOPR to continue their work as the Tatra-Bergwacht. This organization
became a link of the anti-Nazi national movement and took part in smuggling
Resistance couriers and others through the mountains out of occupied Poland.

In 1952 the rescue service was spread to the other Polish mountains; from then
on it was called the Mountain Volunteer Rescue Service (GOPR). Today there are
six regional groups of the GOPR working, besides the Tatra Mountains, in the
Sudety, Beskidy and Bieszczady Mountains. The GOPR's main stations are in
such towns as Zakopane, Jelenia G6ra, Walbrzych, Bielsko, Rabka, Krynica
and Sanok. There are 1700 rescuers in GOPR today; a hundred of them
professionals. The Tatra Group comprises 300 men; 25 of them are professionals.
Because of the high mountain character, the rescuers of the Tatra Group are
specially trained for alpine and cave climbing actions.
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